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Editing archives and records journals is part of a Western tradition of privilege that reifies a forced internationality, hidden biases in editorial work, and potential inequities in requirements for both authors and editors. These editorial complexities are highlighted in a profession which often fails to acknowledge societal and institutional barriers such as differing standards for local spoken and broader written/publication (often, but not always, English) language, and the requirement for voluntary or semi-voluntary contributions of time, language, and specialist expertise. To address these inequities, editors must reflect on our own practices and ways to effect substantive change. The SAA Research Forum is a pathway to a deeper exploration of these issues.

The presenters have worked with numerous authors and editorial colleagues, and currently serve as editors of a British journal with a global submissions pool (Records Management Journal); a journal with a primarily American audience that aims to cultivate an international constituency (American Archivist); and a truly international, multilingual journal (Comma). Our session will share the initial results of our recent survey of 27 archives and records journal editors and three follow-up focus groups discussions. The survey results represent editors working in nine countries on journals published in five languages (all of which originate in the Northern hemisphere). Thirteen global archives and records journals were represented in the focus groups membership. We expect the research forum discussion to inform the next phases of this project, which may include publications, additional conversations, and dissemination of best practices. Ultimately, we hope to foster wider discussion on how editors and journals can create more inclusive, equitable, and multicultural spaces for intellectual exchange in a global archival profession.
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